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Razor Collimator is a professional equipment designed for fast aiming when shooting at distances up to 30-40 meters.
Precisely made optics ensure high sharpness of the image, and the compact design gives the possibility of simultaneous
aiming and observation, providing a wide field of view. The bright, highlighted spot in red is very visible and makes it
easier to track the target, regardless of weather conditions and background. â€¢ army, police, special services - Razor is
ideally suited for equipping uniformed services during action in built-up areas, when perfect orientation in the field is
required and instant reaction to possible threat â€¢ hunting - among the hunters collimators are used during collective
hunts where a quick response is required when the target is moving fast; Razor thanks to its durability can be mounted
on any hunting weapon - this feature fits very well with the needs of hunters Characteristics â€¢ lens that provides a wide
field of vision â€¢ XR coatings - Vortex XR anti-reflective coatings improve the transmission of light â€¢ water resistance gaskets effectively prevent moisture, dust and dust from entering the center of the collimator â€¢ one-piece housing thanks to the use of aviation aluminum, the one-piece housing is resistant to impact, the recoil of weapons and contact
with water, while maintaining a compact size and low weight â€¢ anodized finish - increases the scratch resistance of the
housing, ensuring a black, matte color â€¢ no parallax error - allows you to quickly shoot, looking at the target with both
eyes â€¢ armorTek - ultra-hard, scratch-resistant finish protects the lens from scratches, oil and dust â€¢ unlimited distance
from the eye â€¢ battery life - one battery can operate on average about a year at the highest settings. Collimator is
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available in two variants of the spot size: 3 MOA and 6 MOA. Technical parameters â€¢ magnification: 1x â€¢ size of the
lens / lens: 30 x 16 mm â€¢ distance from the eye: unlimited â€¢ spot size: 3 MOA â€¢ step adjustment: 1 MOA â€¢ height
adjustment (max): 170 MOA â€¢ airflow control (max): 114 MOA â€¢ 4.6 cm long â€¢ weight: 39 g â€¢ elements of the set:
collimator, elevation, optics cover, CR 2354 battery, Picatinny rail Warranty Lifetime warranty: if anything happens to
your telescope, Vortex will repair it or replace it with a completely new one. * The warranty does not cover the loss, theft
or intentional destruction of the telescope.
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